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I N 1 H O D U C T I O W 

The subject of the present fcssay has been ever a desideratum in the study of this noble 
instrument. We have been, jt is true, occasionally astonished and delighted with the effects,^fii* h 
a very few of the first masters have derived from this source Men of genius, possessing flu* en- 
tire command of the instrument, have been able to penetrate into the pathless region, without 
having, however, left a single trace of their footsteps, whereby to direct their admiring,but dis, 
couraged,followers. A humble att« mpt, therefore, to explore, this new, and hitherto obstructed 
wav, and to conduct the more timid adventurer through its mazes, will, I hope,he received with 
much indulgence. 

Sorm Author has observed, that no book can teach the proper use of it: and if this obser- 
vation veas meant to distinguish that sagacity, from the want of it, in the reader, which would 
direct him to the right us-e, or mislead him to the abuse, of the book, the justness of it, while it 
is much to be lamented, cannot be denied. I shall however endeavour to direct the reader’s atten- 
tion to the former, by submitting the following remarks, on the method I have pursued inthis essay. 

It must not be forgotten,that besides the science or kmiwledge whic h is to direct the bow 
and fingers; the production,in itself, is a practical and mechanical piece of art, which is to be 

acquired by pursuing, according to circumstances, either of the two following methods. The 
First,or analytical, is that which commences with the practical performance, and by gradual 
analysis, arrives at length, at the proper source, or knowledge, of principles: The Second me. 
thod,called the synthetical, begins with the simplest elements or principles, an^ proceeds gra- 
dually to their combination; the latter is that which is adopted in this essay; the former is that 

which was pursued by myself in the discovery, such as it is, which is now offe.red,with diffidence, 
to the world; and by which I have conducted,and would commence, pupil s in their theoretical and 

practical study; both methods , but particularly the second, may b( pursued by those conduct . 

ing their own studies. 

The practical or analytical method,begins with the Cadence Ex: 36 N?l, with as many of 

the subsequent varieties of bowing as are suitable to the Learner; let the intervals taken be summ’d 

up,by S66, reduced,by $7, and inverted by and Ik ; and the analysis Ex: be clearly understood: 

Afterwards the construction of the Cadences Chap: 2. and their inversions,or medial Cadences 

Ex: 37, will introduce a more precise knowledge of the nature of intervals and their inversionst 

as given in the first part or theory. 

The three differ ent positions of the Chord Ex: 21,andthrte following examples,may 
then be taken, the intervals computed and inverted, as before,and compared with the theory of 
thorough bass, Chap * 5 and Ex: 12 : and the practice and theory being further extended to the 
following dissonant chord of the seventh, both methods will then meet in a point of union, 
at Chap: 3. on the pre paration and resolution of discords; wher* the practiceproceedsjointly 

with the theory, to the end of the Essay. 

T Wfc have had two instances of pre-eminence in this respect in our own Cotmtrv«nen,acknowledged by all Europe. The 
treq ienters of the Italian Opera some years a^o, have often admired the unrivall'd powers of one in recitative ; and the praises of the 
other in Cappriccios,are thus recorded hy an English Author more than once alluded to in this Essay, who has heard a greater variety of 
musi c ul excellence, with more tos.e and exquisite sensibility, than most other men. “it is my good fortune” says he “frequently to hear the 

i a [i irary flight;, ol an astonishing performer, on the Violoncello, which, If they could he writ ten down and publish’d,would not only pn.-e 
a vahiahle treasure to the Amateurs of that manly instrument in England , hut to the most brilliant orofessors on the continent 
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* In the cour&e of practice,the principle, that similar intervals, are similar distances 

and have the same fingering- in all keys, will be clearly developed ; and hence it becomes alto- 

vrcthcT unnecessary to transpose the suspensions and anticipations of thelast Chapter; Had not 

tlu Kssay exceeded the proposed length, it was intended to add another very full chapter, in 

illustration of the maxim $80, that “melody is harmony in succession” ; to which the har- 

nionic intervals in the circle of keys Ex: 55, was to have been the basis; but this , with 

the application of harmony to recitative, 84c. will find a place in my School for the "Vio- 

loncello, which I hope will now soon appear. 

It is not pretended, nor can it reasonably be expected, in a first attempt,thatthe sub- 

ject is entirely exhausted. I seem’d at one time, to have hit on a fundamental sequence oi 

sevenths; but I have thro' the intervention of other ideas, now lost the chain of its appli - 

cation to the instrument. On this, and any other omission, I shall receive, with gratitud< , 

any communications,. made to myself, or to the Publisher. The following- is a brief state- 

ment of the Contents of this essay. 

Theoretical Part. 
. 'I 

CHAP: I. 

Of Intervals in general. 

Reduction of compounc intervals — - — _ — $7. 

Table of all the simple intervals - — — - -Ex: 2. 

CHAP: II. 

Of the Inversion of intervals . 

Rules - -- -- - - - — - -513 and $ 1 f. 

Rule for the. Semitones it: or interval- - — — «j>15. 

CHAP: III. 

Natural phoenomena of harmonics. 

On the four strings of a Violoncello — — — Ex: 5 8>C • 

On the small interval of Comma, and ciriousl 
[•527 to 31. 

application of it to this instrument — — — j 

Conclusion from the phrenomena - — — — $33 8^C • 

CHAP: IV. 

The general principles of Thorough Bass. 

The perfect major chord, 6 • and ^ - — — Kx 12. 

minor ditto 
,th 

- - - - Ex 13. 

Chord of the 7 . and inversion — — . — — Ex I t. 

Diminished 7. and chords b\ Supposition- - Ex 15 8\C. I 

Practical Part. 

Chap: I. 
Of the construction of the chords. 

The perfect chord (t and majorl 
. . , . 4 f Ex: 1.9 to Ex: 21 and minor analysed— - — — — j 

The chord of the 71/1 and three inversions. Ex: 2 5. 
These chords in all the keys• Ex: and 28. 
Annotations on these examples . 5 f> t to 66, 
Imperfect positions of the minor .‘fj and 7 •' Ex: «i3. 

CHAP: II. 
Of Cadences. 

Perfect and imperfect Cadences. Ex.- 34* and 35. 
Ten Varieties of Arpeggios _ - - Ex: 3ft • 
Medial Cadences - - - -Ex: 37. 
Imperfect medial Cadences - - - - Ex: .>9. 
Interrupted Cadences- - - - - — Ex: 1 . 

CHAP: III. 
Of the preparation and resolution of di>< >rds. 
Analysis and resolution! 
of the minor seventh —,r> 

Chap: iv. 
Of the harmonies to the Scales. 

In C maior and minor, wivhl 
... • Ex: 49 and 50. and .viihoi t arpeggios - — i 

Table of all the Scales harmonired. Ex: 52. ^ 
Ttvo well known Airs accompanied. Ex: 53. 54. 

CHAP: V. 
Of Modulation. 

Circle o f fhek e vmajor and minor. Ex: .55. 
Varieties oi modulation . Ex: 5ft to Ex. ft4 • 
Chords of the diminished ,, , y Ex: fto 84C. and resolution in oil keys - 1 
Chords of the sharp fifth— - Ex: ft8 • 
Chords of the if l* in nil keys . Ex: 69,Tn • 

CHAP: VI. Of Suspensions and 
Anticipations. Kx: 71 to the end. 
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Part I. 

THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY. 

CHAP: I. Of Intervals. 

^§1. The general nature of intervals,'which are the distances between given Sounds, always 

including the two terms or extremes,cannot perhaps be better introduced to the player of the. 

Violoncello, or in more familiar terms, than by supposing the following diatonic Scale of notes 

to extend on the fourth string of the Violoncello from the Nut towards the Bridge. 

C  I) EF— G  A Be  d  e f    g*  a — bee — dd — ee &c. 

1   2 3,4 5   6 7,8  9 — 10,11 12 13—14,15—16   17 

§2. Th e figures placed under each letter express in a general manner, the degree, 

distance, or interval they r epr es ent, w ith fespect to the primary sound C. 

§3. The short line separating each letter and figure, is intended to express the greater 

distance or interval called Tone, and the omission of it,the lesser distance called Semitone; 

and hence it maybe seen that the interval in every major diatonic Scale, betwixt the third 

and fourth, and also betwixt the seventh and eighth degrees, will be invariably a semitone, 

and the interval between the other consecutive degrees, a tone. 

§4 . The term Major Scale having been mentioned, it may suffice here to observe,that the 

synonimous terms,major scale,major or sharpkey,or major mode, refer only to the species, of in ^ 

terval constituting the third of the Scale,which is here the note E, and stands at the distantof 

two tones from C. It is called a major, greater, or sharp third, from being compared with the 

lesser interval, A— Be, or I)— E F, which consisting of only atone and semi tone, are called 

minor or flat thirds; and consequently a scale that has for its beginning A BC,or D EF 

would be called minor scales; or the minor mode of the key of Ai or D. 

§«f). The occurrence or exclusion of one or both semitones mentioned S3, in any interval, 

i s the more necessary to be attended to, and their place in the diatonic scale to be alway sremember 

ed, because they do not immediately appear as such,on the face of our musical notation; which 

would otherwise seem by its equal gradation onlines and spaces,!") denote indiscriminately 

equal inU . \ als between the degrees,as in the following notation of the diatonic scale $1 • 

/ 



Y.x. \ 

  l) CC 

==£= 

 dd . r- r- 

14- 15 16 17 
7 8 9 10 

12 3 

§G. ii may be observed that the degrees of the scale, after the seventh,are repetitions 

of the first seven sounds both in names and similarity of intervals. The first line of figures 

expresses the interval which the notes under which the fig-ures are placed, makes with the 

first or lowest sound C . The second line expresses the interval it makes with the second c, 

and the third line, the interval it makes with the third c. 

The intervals after the first octave or eighth note,are called compound intervals,as being" 

a replication of the simple intervals added to one or two octaves. These therefore may be redact d to 

a lower octave or more simple denomination by subtracting- 7 for one octave, or 14 for two 

uct. ves, from the higher number . Thus a seventeenth may be reduced to a tenth or third ; 

■ ; eleventh to a fourth; a thirteenth to a sixth, &c. 

§ S . Thus in order to simplify the study of intervals,and )f music in general,their nature a nd 

properties have been endeavoured to be reduced within the compass of eight diatonic sounds or interval 

of an octave, which may be considered both in an ascending progression from C to c,or descendi ng 

from c to C.. 
1   2   3 4   5   6   7 8 

C  D EF  G   A  Be 

8   7  6,5  4   3   2,1 

The Complement of an interval, is the quantity or interval it yet wants to compleat the 

»ctave. l n the above scheme of the octave the second and seventh,fourth and fifth,are complements o1 

each other as exprestby the figures over and under each note,which all amount to nine; and this is th 

rule which will afterwards be referred to for the inversion of intervals within the octave. 

§ 10. hiodulations or excursions out of thekey,and other circumstances necessarily produce a 

change of some decree of the diatonic scale, generally by raising the fourth or some other a semitone, or 

depressing the seventh or some othep degree of the scale a semitone, as F to F# or B to bI*,-such being 

called a chromatic or minor semitone, to distinguish them from the natural semitones of the 

scale which are called major or diatonic semitones . 

§ 11 . These occasional chromatic changes by accidental sharps and flats,often give r s'* to 

intervals Hot to be foundin the original diatonic scale;and when they depress an interval th 
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> iii itself'minor, it.ui' « s t.» such the naim- of a dinnnished inurval, and •vs):' ?i they * nhirt» e an 

niter’ al that is major, it rrctives the syitonimous denominations of an extreme sharp or superflu- 

ous interval; tho" perhaps'the naturally opposite term to diminished, namely encrcased,or augment- 

ed,would have better exprest its »iaUire. The following- tabh exhibits the intervals with in the octave, 

with a measurement of th. ir ext« nt,g( n< rally by semitones,in a second line subjoined. 

TABLE of all the practicable Simple Intervals. 

Minor 2^ or ^u[jciiiuou>>'<iiiimin im n . 
Minor semitone. Major si mitone. Major 2. or extreme sharp 2^ Dimi lishid 3 . Minor .i . 

Superfluous,aiig»n< nt< r 1 

Kx: 2. 

.th 
Major it*? Augmented 3^ Diminished^!1 Perfect^!1 Sharp 4. or Triton. jj^perfe-ct or false -S*!1 

lgr-||--1 riZLiiJiz——  
i m 

2 tones. 2^-tones. 2 tones. 2-jy tones. 3 tones. 3 tones. 

Superfluous or 
Perfects^!1 sharp or Augminted Diminished 6^!' Minor d'!1 Major 6’!1 Augmented 61!1 

mi ~j ' ' ' H  ~^~1|—j ~|| "j -Q —|f—|  

3 'g'tones 

(•sSS 

4< tones. S-^-tones. 4--^ tones. 4« tones. 5 tones. 

m. 
a Perfect 5 . and 
minor Semitone. 

BfPPp^iPi^ppaiigjji 

5^ and minor2d P(‘rf^t 5 \ ^rh-c t^and artrl 0^1 Attc rrvt < ^>tv tr-rl andmajor 2. Augmented 2. 

, i Superfluous or . . 
Diminished 7. Minor 1™ Major 7"' Augmented 7^ Diminished orte/e.PtTfect octavv. 

r-HR P>-—T 4<-2'tones. 5 tones. 5-^-tones. 5major8sTminortones. 5‘2’tonev. 

Three minor thmh.P,f,'ct ** p"''V,t.P«i 
anditunor3. major 3- 

tones. Stones- 

rfecto^and Perfei t ldl P( 
diminished 4-T!1 



C H A V: 11. 01* the Inversion of Intervals. 

iv Y2 . If our of the tmi;s of an intirval bo oliang-od into its o<.tavefeithcr ascending or d< ^ 

scemli it is said to be inverted; that is,the latter interval is said t<» be the inversion of the form* r,- 

for instance,the third C K, liy b« in^- pla<ed in the inverted order E c,becomes a sixth; the fourth 
/ 

C F, w ill become the fifth.F c ; the fiftli C G, will become the fourth G c ; the second B c, will 

become the seventh C B, as the following- example will clearly showr. 

Ex: 3. 

3<! «'!' +th 5‘> 5*!' 4.* 21? 7'.h 

if-jtjJ ip i jJ m-ip it 

§ . Thus th e inversion of ft given interval within the octave will be its complement to .9 ; 

or in other words, subtract the g-iven interval from 9, and the remainder will give its inversion 

o distinguish this inversion from that mentioned S7. it is sufficient to observe ,that the terms of 

tiie interval here change their order, as C E , into EC; whereas in the other they preserve the- same 

or; er asCe,or Cee,a tenth or seventeenth; which is more properly an expansion of the same 

interval from its more compressed and simple form ,-to its enlarged and compound state; and more- 

ov • r the interval, in its compound state,will be of the same species that it was in its simple form; that 

i\fthe major third C E,will be a major tenth, or major seventeenth. 

§14. B ut the inversions within the octave,on the contrary, will be of opposite and contrary 

species,excepting the intervals called perfect, viz: the octave and fifth,which invert into theperf« < t 

intervals of the unison and fourth, and contrarywise* The inversions of major intervals become mi- 
ti 
irtor,and minor become major; extreme,superfluous oraugmented intervals become diminished, ’ 

and reciprocally; as in tbe following example . 

,v: 4. 

major.'/.* minorf^!1 minor^*majorniaj<>r7*^minor1/.*minor’ll1 major!/* diininishedT*!1 aiignent(xl2r 

n* m\ 

§15 it may further contribute to the attaining an exact knowledge of the nature and ‘ j 
* 

extent of intervals,to observe, that as the octave consists of twelve semitones, so the com - 

ulcmetit of semitones that any interval contains to that number, wy 11 be the number of semi- ' 
jji sf 1 

tbrjes that the inversion of such interval will consist of. Thus a minor third consists of three, 

and a major third of four semitones, therefore the inversion of the former,a major sixth, w 11! 

have hi in ; and of the latter, a minor sixth, will have eight semitones . 
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§1G. B,f ore concluding this subject, it may be observed that Tnt» ri als not only form 

the proper basis of the study of harmony, but are esen its constituent parts, as syllables are 

of words; the easy rules given above for their inversions in one or more octaves,will facilitate 

the computation and kn iwledge of them; but it must be confessed that in transposed keys where 

a numlu r of sharps and flats are used, which again require double sharps or double flats to express 

the just intervals,they have been found, not only perplexing to beginners, but to proficients, and 

even Composers themselves have been led into wrong de nominations. A most successful, but sin- 

gular and novel method of subduing this,with many other embarrassing difficulties in musical 

Science,has been lately presented to the public; I mean the musical Games of Miss Young of Edin- 

burgh. Among several others, equally or more important and entertaining,the second Game, con- 

sisting of two parts,is an exercise on intervals,by which, a more extensive and readier use of them, 

however intric ate their expression may be rendered,byr single and double fiats or sharps, may' 

be obtained in a very few days, byr the practice of a Game/the n ost cnt< rtaining and captivating . 

that can be imagined, even to interesting the passions; than could be done by any other method . 

whatsoever with the closest application, in so many months. 

CHAP: III. The Natural pheenomena in sounding bodies ,whereon the 
r • • . 

principles of Harmony are founded, more particularly applied to the 

Strings of a Violoncello. 

§ 17. That Sonorous bodies,particularly metal and othei strings,togtther with the 

general or fundamental sound,corresponding to their whole mass or length, contain and produce 

other sounds,simultaneously^tho'' more obscurely, sounding with it,is a fact that has long been established. 

§ 18. D ^ Brook Taylor in 1^15, and many after him, have ascertained the most predo- 

minant of these sounds to be 1, the octave, 2, th^ twelfth, 3, the double octave, and 4<t the 

major seventeenth to th< original sound. What the other sounds are,that are less distingtii h 

able among the vibrations, will be afterwards mentioned. 

§ 19. The trumpet and french horn produce their lower sounds in the same succession, 

and even the lower sounds of the German flute, produce by increased blowing, in regular suc - 

cession, on the same stop or note, its octave, twelfth,double octave, and seve nteenth major, 

on which I have founded the small portion of harmony and modulation that is to be seen in 

my “Art oi playing the German flute on new prim iples.** 



,20 . The position of Rousseau that, “harmony is a useless production of art“ is 

now more than ever, considered as compleatly overthrown; and the contrary principle,that 

harmony is founded in nature, and that every sing-le musical soundis areal chord, and contains 

its proper harmonies, is established beyond the possibility of doubt. 

§21. Not to insist on the phornomenon of our english Ec lianharp; an instrument has been 

invented in 1799 in Germany by Baron D alb erg", in whuh every single metal string*,by the application 

of mall rods or slips of g’lass, produces the perfect concord of nature (Sl8) in great beauty and perfection; 

and the whole science of practical concords and discords has been, in the following year, illustrated by 

mT Knecht,a musician of great reputation in Germany^on this principle, to which the celebrated Abbe 

Vogler has given the name of the pre-established harmony. 

§22. Again, the converse of this pheenomenon, namely,that two concordant acute sounds, 

generate a third, which shall be their fundamental bass,first discovired by Tart? ni f has been further 

illustrated by the Abbe* Vogler,and the demonstration carried so far as to render the expences of the 

immense organ pipes of 32 feet in lengthen future, totally unnecessary,* the doublebass sounds of which 

he has proved to be more effectually and powerfully produced by the generating principle of the upper 

harmonies. This and other improvements in the Organ the Abbe is about to publish in Copenhagen, 

under the title of his system of simplification; and other new facts relating to musical sounds 

under the title f Data for Acoustics 

§2.>. That the player on the Violoncello may know the proportions on which these na^ 

tural properties of sounding bodies depend, let him consider the fourth string of theVioloncdlo. 

on whichthe diatonic scale $1 was imagined to extend, tube divided into the following aliquot parts. 

Ex- 5. Aliquot parts of the String*. 

vut£ 9 io ir i2 i3 T5 \6± -1 k & r k i fo fr ii i-rfinfe 

C D   E f   G   A H c 8V V 12l.h 15 ^ 17 ^ 19^ 21 22 8sc. 
c — d— e f — g—a bV >i!c 

Diatonic Stab* - concordant harmonics ^ ^ _ Diatonic harmonics 

EX: 6. 
i 

ir ib if is ia lc 
concordant harmonics Diatonic 

■ifr—  | ^ J ; , [| ^ 

_J. t()ne-Xtone^[. m tone* tone* tone "*—' X "[VT \ ll{ 
iP-maj. min: maj: min; maj: T 3 qr 5 (T 7 8 x I I I I- _I t L_ * X. 

7 8 .9 TO 11 12 13 U- T5 16 
S i ntc the ahov<; pnrQ'.'rn j)1 ■ 1' vr i 11 < p ( t hi" 1 d at<l , with other mn.sicnl piihli i al ions of a subsec^uiiit dull-1o thoie n.( n* i on«. H *n' 

' ' ' ' ' '   ' 'he, . 

   -----j, — generally ihojidht ,         _    • a 
ed trary Ot ^itin on hi.‘,,pion of simp] i Heat ion; thai of Si i n Berlin, he has rendered more powerf' 1 ,nnd ^raA e (in vji'ux iiai ,i ; ’in i li 

no less ihai. o>i thousand six hundred ol its former n'i n.her of pint 



§24. Th e line, Ex: 5. is supposed to represent the fourth string* of aVioloncello divided 

into the following* parts; namely, the half of its length at the termination of the diatonic series C D E F 

G A Be, which last sound maybe either taken by pressing-the string- firmly against thefing-er board; or 

by touching- it lightly with the fing-er without pressing-it down ; in which last case,the string-being- set 

in vibration by the bow, will then give the peculiar species of sound called harmonic,as at the first minim 

of Ex: 6. Then let the finger or thumb be applied in the same manner,be advanced to the distance markt 4, 

which is the distance from the bridge, or-iy from the nut, it will give the next harmonic,or twelfth to 

the fundamental; Advanced to the distance •!, from the bridge or -^from the nut, the harmonic double 

octave or fifteenth will be found ; At major seventeenth, at 'g'the nineteeth,at-^-the twenty first 

or flat se\ enth,and advancing the finger gradually,the string will produce less or more distinctly,part 

of the ren aining diatonic intervals, mark'din both examples. At similar distances from the nut or bridge, 
/ * 

the other strings w ill give more or less distinctly,according to their dJminishe d size, the diatonic and 

harmonic intervals of their respective fundamentals, as in the three following examples. 

Diatonic Scale of G. 

Ex: 7. Intervals on the third string. 

Concordant harmonics. Diatonic -4 

•>l1t ITT 

JL JL 
8 9 

3 m 
_i i_ 
10 11 

j t i 
12 1.3 15 16 

ordant harmonics. Diatonic ^ t^JL jiJL T? 

i_ %J i j_ x. 1 l i i i f i i t l 
3 T 5 6 T 8 9 10 11 T2 13 14- 15 16 

I 

Ex: 8. Intervals on the second string. 

Diatonic Scale of D. 

8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 2" 3 

Diatonic Scale of A. 

1 l Q 
8 9 10 11 «:c Xii l_ii i x J*' JL x J_ 1 i i t i i 

5 16 2" 3 4 5 6 T 8 9 10 
' * 

Ex; 9. Intervals on the first string. 

ale or x. ^ * ^ 

&c 

X A t i i i ii 
8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 

8v.aalta + 

I 

See 

2 3 5 6 y 
JL i I I I c 8 9 10 11 12 

§25.. Th(- aliquot parts from the nut to the half of each string,coinciding with the dia . 

tonic intervals of each scale are noticed, not with any view to practice being guided by any sue h 
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geometrical measurement of the intervals; as the Cultivation of the ear,and its means of judging- 

of the accuracy of sounds, depend on perceptions and principles altogether different; but to show 

generally that the same laws and proportions take place in the lower and acute octaves. To the latter 

I have ventured to give the name of diatonic harmonics, merely from their peculiarity of sound,and 

topoint out a difference in two of the intervals mark’d with an asterism* from those received in 

practice, which distinguish the same intervals of the trumpet &;c. namely,that the fourth of every 

scale is a little sharper, and the sixth somewhat flatter than our practice. 

§ 26 . The sound produced byy of the string,which has been recently called with much 

propriety the boundary betw ixt concordant and dissonnant harmony,has been commonlv thought 
•. , / ■ - ' T ■ ' 

too flat, which maybe conceived from the observations that will next follow, to be in some cir- 

cumstances true, without its being inconsistent with its justness in forming the interval of a minor 

seventh, in the above proportion, wherein it generates its proper fundamental ($22^ 

§ 27. Intervals have been hitherto supposedto consist of only two species of ele mentary 

sounds, atone, and semitone,but the production of pure harmony renders a further distinction of 

the former interval necessary as at Ex: 6. namely a tone major,of which there are three within the 

octave; vizr between the key and second,the fourth and filth, and between the sixth and seventh 

of the scale, of which the ratio or proportion is 8 to 9. and secondly a minor tone,of which there 

are two within the octave, the first between the second and third,and the second between the fifth 

and sixth of the scale,express'd by the ratio of S tq> 10, which is the small interval called commaless 

than the former,a difference expressd by the proportion 80 to 81, which is judged to be about the 

eighth part of a tone. Thus the more accurate division of an octave,is into three major tones, 

two minor tones, and two semitones. 

§28. r ousseau however has asserted,and after him other authors and compilers of En- 

cyclopo dia ,that so small an interval as comma, cannot be distinguished by ears sucli as ours,and 

can only be appreciated by calculation. In order to examine the truth of this assertion , and to 

judge of the extent or existence of the small interval in question; let a violoncello.be perfectly 

well tuned, and the note E,of the following example at k,be stopped so as to produce a major 

sixth to the open string G; then let the same E be sounded with the open string A,as in the example; 
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it thr latter sounds appear to tKe performer a perf<ct fourth,it will be impossible to prove th ‘e'xis. 

tence of our small interval to an ear in that state of cultivation; but should he be led by any sensation 

or desire to make his E somewhat sharper, as signified by the direct, in the example, to produce 

a pure chord, he- may rest satisfied that his feeling's are conformable to the most rig-id theory; 

for the distance he has moved from the first station of the fing'er is comma; the second station 

hi ing- a tone major from the open string D, and the former a tone minor . 

Kx: 10. Intervals measured by Tones major, Tones minor,and Semitones . 

orQw O. 
Maj. mm.sem. M. m. s. 

t 2 2 3-3—2 

J± 3: ■ OI-vFVO 

M.m. s. M. m. s . 
2-1-1 6-3-3 5-4-3 

On'O O O 

-W? W 
■^3 O- 

n i . m 
° V 

§29. Forath is shown that the interval of a ninth between c and d,is four major tones, 

two minor tones, and two semitones, namely one major tone,the true interval of the second of the 

scali which the ninth represents, added to the octave (§27) whereas at i,the major sixth,two major 

tones,two minor tones, and one semitone, being added to the perfect fourth, one major tone one 

minor tone and one semitone, make only three major tonesthvee minor tones and two semitones; 

which is less than the interval at h,by the difference betwixt atone minor and a tone major,whiih 

is comma. Therefore as the open string cannot descend a comma, the first finger must advance that 

-.mall interval to it: the transposition of the same two intervals atk,is only for the sake of perceiving 

i more distinct vibration from smaller strings; andtl ese again repeated an octave higher at l,and rn, 

is for the purpose of making the experiment with the thumb on A, the octave of the open string , 

whereby it may be made to descend a comma, if th< tirst finger on E, keeps its station ; or the 

i xperiment may be reversed as at m,beginning with making- the perfect fourth, which will 

occasion the thumb on G, to advance a comma to make a major sixth with E, and consequently 

it will no longer he a perfect octave to the open string G. 

§ • Again, the intervals of three fifths at n, added together as a thirteenth from C to 

,at o, amount to six major tones, three minor tones, and three semitones;butthisinterval,taki n 

as a perfect octave,and major sixth to C, as atp,should consist only of five major toms four mi- 

nor times, and three semitones,which is a comma less than the interval measures at o*consequent- 
•lv J 
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ly if th<- note A, h< tak( n ^ i th tlu m (x>nd finder, exact uni son to tin' open, string-, and the n 

inadc a major sixth to ( , taken with the first finger, as at p. such C,will not be a just 

octave to the open string C; or conversely, make* C with the first finger, a just octave to 

the fourth string; the n make- a majerr sixth ter it with the second finger on a,this last will 
C 

be a comma flatter than the a of the open string. 

§31. i, woulel howeve r be rather fastidious in any one*, hence- to imagine,as it would 

be unjust to assert, that gerjjel performers ceruld be proved freque ntly out of tune',ontheViedin 

err Violoncello, merely because in a rapiel succession of notes, their finger might be stopt 

suddenly and dememstrateel to be- a comma te>o sharp or flat. In such a case,to speaV 

with Rerusseau, the difference might be said nert to be appreciable by the ear;butin sound* 

that are sufficie ntly- long for the e ar to perceive their agremme-nt or disagreement,the e rror 

is rectified be-ferre it can well be perceive d; for on my hypothesis (§2.9) of the passage at 

1 and m, eme or other of the terms will descend or ascend te> the just interval, by making 

up its complement: and on this principle, namely, that a just ear will alw ays aim at a ., 

complishing the perfe ction of an interval, it is, that if a less accurate performer in taking 

i 
an interval, which I shall supposerepresented by the number 20, e>f which his part ought 

to oe 12, should only- make it llA, the more cultivated ear, who lias to play the otherpart, 

w hich should' naturally be S, will make it 8 And thus it seems to be out of the-power of 

ahyoneto >e for any-length of time in tune, in playing concordant intervals with anothe r 

pai that is frequently out of tune; not unlike the attempting to play just intervals em string* 

oi> h hie If true-fi fdi.s eanneit betaken. 

Whath as been said abeive concerning diatonic intervals at both enels ot' a 

ftrin » , may b<- considered as digressive from the chief peiint of enquiry, whieh was to 

< insider the e one orelant harmonic intervals, ard the aliquot parts of strings producing them,- 

and trom the pn mise-s established,the folleiwing infe rences may be drawn. 

^ . h irst.That the vibratieins e>f strings being in the inverse- ratio or pre)portien, 

ol the iv le ng»hs, the vibrations of the concordant harmonics be longing te> and arising from 
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thr fundamental som d, are in the foilow iproportion tf> each other, beg-tnning- with 

the fundamental, and proceeding-with its octave, twt Ifth, double octave, seventeenth 

and nineteenth," / as 1, 2, 3, 4<, 5, 6, which are respectively in their order a series 

of the near (St and simplest possible relations- of vibration. 

^ 3 . Secondly. That any two of these intervals after the fir$t, soundi ig- tog-e- 

ther, will generate a third sound, which is their fundamental, and always corresponds 

to the difference betwixt their ratios. That 15,1,2,4-, being inversely the lengths of strings, 

and the direct ratios of the vibrations of the fundamental sound, its octave and double octave; 

2,3, is that of the fifth, or interval formed by the octave and twelfth; 3,4, isthat of the 

fourth , or interval formed by the twelfth and double octave; 4,5, is that of a major third, 

or interval formed by the double octave and seventeenth; 5, b isthat of a minor third, or 

interval formed by the seventeenth, and nineteenth: all which intervals refer to one and 

the same generating fundamental sound, as will appear by taking the difference of their 

ratios, or subtracting the lower from the higher tetm. 

§35. Thirdly, the ratio 6,7 being less than the minor third, forms together 

with the fundamental and other concordant intervals a less perfec t species of harmony, 

hinted above §26, and will be mentioned on another occasion. 1 I 

arr § 36. Fourihly, the series 4, 5, 6, or fifteenth, seventeenth and nineteenth 

the degrees of the greatest compression or approach that concordant intervals will admit 

of, and these being inverted or reduced to their lower octave §7, they become the first 
- * 

or fundamental, major third,and the perfect fifth,of the diatonic scale. 

§37. Lastly, the series 1, 2, 3, 5, omitting 4 as a second replication of the 

fundamental; or the fundamental, its octave, twelfth, and major seventeenth, affords 

the greatest variety in compass and concordant intervals of which four sounds are capable. 



CHAV: IV. Of the General principles of Thorough bass. 

§ 3S. The position of the harmonics of C §37, may be taken on the Vio7oncelb*f 

by placing- the first finger on the third, string-, octave to the fundamental or open string- 

C , -which finger w'ill also take the twelfth on the second string-, and the third fing-er on 

the first string will give the major seventeenth,as at h,in the following example. 

Ex: 11. The perfect Concord of natural phonnomena, 

reduced into various positions . 

fingers 

! 
sZr-12: 

A 7 1 

*15 
k 

-0-15 m 
2232: 
  O-K. 

~OTTT 
-8 

TT 22^7 22311 ^ 10- 
2K _MC_ 22EI 

^5- -Q-5F- 
-0-1 open >-3 -^3 

! §39. The intervals 12^^ and 8v.e are compressed at i, by the octave being 

placed as fifteenth or double octave, and the intervals descend at k, 1, m, and n, under 

different denominations or distances from the fundamental,till they make withit at o, the 

third and fifth. But it may be observed that the arrangement at i, is similar to that at 

m; that at k,to that at n, and that atl,is similar to that at o; making in fact only three 

essentially different positions or arrangements of the notes C, E,G, or first, or octave 

third, and fifth, in different octaves, which for the sake of simplification,are all consi- 

dered in thorough bass.as making these three intervals with the bass,in whatever octave 

or position they may be placed as at h, i, k,in the following example, where either of 

the three positions taken with the bass, is called indiscriminately, the perfect chord 
■r/~ . , 

of C. It is called the chord of C major, from its third E, being a major third to the 

fundamental; it is also called the common chord,and by some few the Triad. But when 

either of the other parts E, or G, are taken as a bass, then the whole chord is said to he 



invi rti il, and thefornu r intt rv ai.v assuint' diff er* nt denominations, f«»rmin^ two diitinc t 
% 

< hortfs, as at 1 and m, altho they are in fact only inversions of the original chord, having 

the same C,for their fundamental hass,tho it does not appear in the lowest part. 

¥.x: \L2 . The perfect inajor^ 

§40. With respect to the Perfect chord, it mav he observed,First, Its sig- 

nature may be 3, 5, 8, as above, or any' one or two of these figures; but for the most part 

it is known and distinguished from other chords,by its hating no figures: »t has on many 

occasions a sharp ^jor natural above or under it, whn h never applies to any other inter- 

val than its third, and in all cases of change or doubt, serves to denote whether such third 

be major, .which commonly must be inferr’d From the clef or key. and Secondly . The 

intervals of which it consists are as follow : the third from the bass, being its characterestic 

must be major; the interval formed by its third and fifth,is a minor third (§,.'4ylts filth 

p< rfect, and the interval betwixt its fifth and octave,which (SSM is a fourth or cornphinent 

t > it, and must be a perfe« t fourth £) as being the inversion of a perfect fifth. 

§41. w«th respect to the chord of theSixth,it maybe observed, First, That its 

io<ist usual Signature is fi, tb<> it.ntay sometimes have 3 or 8 added,expressive of its.otfer 

intervals. SecomlU . fli.it its bass is t3ie third of the original or fundanuntal rhord,wh 

lu ing major makes ifs iuversionthe si\tli to be minor (Sligand its third is minor being 

i nterval from the third to the fif.h of the origml cliord ami 34. 

tie 
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^ l'.2 . With rtspect to the clu>rd of the f’ourtfi uii'l sixth, it maj l><r reniarl. 

First. That \\s signature is always that of these two figures. Secondly, that its ba > 

the fifth of the original chord; That its fourth is perfect, being- the inversion of tin ]> • 

feet fifth, and that its sixth is major, as being- the inversion of the minor third, bftvw < > 

the third and fifth of the original chord. 
1 • . .... 

§4-3. Not to lengthen out this Essay by inconclusive conjbcture, or.hypotlu sis, 

«»n the orig-in of a minor perfect chord, I shall hasten to the more useful and practical part, 

by remarking- that it is in every respect similar to the major chord,above analysed,exc* pt. 

ing- as to its characterestic, the third, which is minor; and consequently, that no changes can 

take place in any other interval; or in those of its two derived chords,the sixth,and fourth 

and sixth, excepting- such as arise from that interval and its inversions. 

Ex: 13. Perfect chord of C minor. Chord of the G* Chord of the 

§44. The Signatures being- the same as in the major species,its characterestic, the 

minor third, is known by the* clef,as above, or by an occasional flat or natural putoveror 

under the bass($4o.yr he interval betwixt its third and fifth, is a major third, and consequently 

the inversion of that interval inthe chord of the fourth and sixth,is a minor sixth. The sixth of the 

second chord, being- the inversion of the original minor third,is major; and in a word all thirds and 

'sixths are here the converse of those intervals in the major chord and its two inversions. 

Of the Chord of the minor or flat seventh, 
* 

and its three inversions or derived chords. 

§45. Of the uses, with a more detailed analysis of the intervals, of this chord , 



particular mention will h< afterwards made in the prat tical part; it may suffice at 

present to say, it consists of an additional interval of a minor third ($26) add' d to 

the major third and fifth of tin perfect major chord. That it may be conceived as 

having- the fifth of a major or minor key (S'l) either actually existing-or about to take 

place, for its fundamental, to which the- fourth of the ke y by inversion ^perhaps w ith 

a little temperament $29) will be the interval of a flat seventh . It has four positions 

of its upper parts or harmonics, as at h, i, k, 1, and three chords derived from its in. 

versions, as at in, n, o, of the following- example. 

Ex: ir. Chord ofthe minor seventh, the .5. the a. andthe2. 

§46. Thus in any of the four positions h i k 1, B is esteem’d the major third, 

D, the fifth, and F the minor seventh to tho fundamental G, all implied by the signature 7. 
f • 

§4-7. The chord of the fifth and sixth, called also the chord of the false f • ftk, 

has B thethird of the original chord in the bass, it consists of a minor third D,an impM'fi ct, 

flat,or false fifth F, and a minor sixtli G, the (undamental of the original chord. 

§48. The chord oi’the third and fourth, called also the chord of the greater 

. ' 
sixth, has !>, the fifth of the original chord fur its bass, to which F, the original flat sa . 

venth, is a minor third , G the original fundamental is a perfect fourth, the invev.s on 
V *■ 

of the filth, and It tin original third, a maj or ^ i \ t h . 
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The chord of the se« on<l and fourth called also the chord of th» s<‘eomlfand 

» hord oftlie Tr it or sharp fourthfhas K.the minor seventh of the original < hordfor its havsf 

r, the original fundamental for its major second,the inversion of the flat seventh, B, the 

n i on or sharp fourth,\he inversion of the false fifth,and I) a major sixth* 

RECAPITULATION and CONCLUSION. 

§50. From >hat has been stated, it may he easily inferr'd that the preceding chord' 

are reducible to two, which art' t ailed with peculiar propriety Fundamental Chords, as 

being those, on whose basis all other varieties take place; namely, the Concordant per- 

fect chord, of two species,the major and the minor, and the fundamental discord,or the 

less perfect chord of the minor seventh . Tin latter has from its pt * uliar qualities attracted 

the notice of all practical musicians; Cemitiiani has resolved disc or ds hy it: The AbbhVr 

calls it the entertaining chord. Tlu ingenious \1 Kue rht aptly stiles it, the boundary be- 

twixt concord and discord,and tin most pleasing and favorite passages of modern melody 

arc derived from its intervals. A spec ies of it with a minor third is a more decided discord 

as at h i k 1, and a third species called the diminished seventh, which, with its inversions,have 

ii -en also calle d with much proprie ty, chords of substitution or borrowed harmony, as 

at nop q, of the following example*, answering in a great measure the purposes of the 

first species, to which it may he' remceivcd for flu first time to be substituted, as will 

appe ar by its employment in the practical parts 

Ex; 1.7. Chords of the minor 3r! and 7f.h Chords of the diminished 7*!1 

and Inversions. and Inversions. 

•> l: r§ ii g it ^ ii i ii 

1 
-O- 

m 

He1 # II II B - B f 1 " II 

q 

(kd 

b.b 
7 

r.b 
4* V 

MOl nnrf b.7, 66, u,(l 6 . 
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^^>1. There.are however species,as musicians call thtni,tho perhrpvthet< -mvurat < ‘ 

would be a more philosophical distinction, of both fundamental chords, arising- from aceidtntal 
i 

changes of their intervals by passing notes or otherwise, wrhich occasion together with their 

inversions a variety of intervals ^Ex: 2.) not to be found in the natural diatonic scale. 

^ . There is still another class of chords, admitted in theory and practice, which 

are considered as extending beyond the limits of the octave, called originally, chords by sup- 

position, from placing thebass by thirds below'. Of these the chords of the ninth,and eleventh, 

established by Rameau have been longest known and taught in this C ountry; to which hfarpurg 

whom all the Harmonists of Europe consider as the greatest modern theoristhas added the chord 

f the thirteenth, constituting them a distinct class,by the name of chords of the second rank . 

Marpurg’s numerous profound and scientific writings having never been translated into en- 

glish, his system has been only known here thro1 the medium of the classical compositions 

which conform to it, and by means of two eminent German Masters” resident here,who have 

i ormed their pupils on its principles . A late writer on thorough bass, a German, of a v< ry 

inferior class to his two countrymen, in endeavouring to introduce into theory, an unadmitted 

innovation of Kirnberger’s, who in other respects is justly accounted a great master of har^ 

mony, has most unwarrantably accused two late writers of this Country, of having “revived 

a confused and obsolete system,’’ merely for their having followed Rameau and Marpurg in 

these Chords, as will appear from the following example. 

Ex: 15. Theory of the construction of the Chords of the tfV ll1!1 and 13f.h 

according to RAMEAU, MARPl RG, KING and SHIELD. 

M'-ss1".® Baumdarten antt Dielti iilioFi P . 

\ 
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§53. The assertion therefore, that the system is obsolete, so far as it respects this 

Country,is evidently false; and with respect to Germany, one of the greatest and most admir< d 

masters in Europe"*" ho by a late tour in Germany has happily re-established his health,ob- 

served on this subject, that were an Englishman to ask any roan of science in that Country, whether 

the Germans look’d on the system of Mar purg to be confused and obsolete,he would probably 

make no other reply than asking another question,namely, whether the system of Newton 

was look’d upon as confused and obsolete in England; and such I can assert to be the prevail- 
.. • v \ 

ing system from the compleatest series of German publications on the Science I can procure 

from the continent ;out of which I select the following example from the new system of'MT Knecht 

($ ‘22) which AbbeVogler in a late publication mentions as having now cleared up what was left 

unascertained by Marpurg and Kirnberger. 

"Ex: 16. Construction of the Chords of the 9^ 1lf.h and 13^ 

according to KNECHT’S new system. 

Chord of the Compound :■ Compound 

simple major.9^' 2t}inversion. 7tl1 simpleminrll^]1 2^ inversion, ll^&^l1 2^ inversion 

y 4- 
-^5- ^1 

II 

-OH -O^ Oil 
~9~ 

"O 

Compound Compound Compound The Ne plus ultra of chords ; Compound 

11..9.&7. simple major 13. 13. & 11. 13. & 7. 13. 11.& 7. the 13.11.9. & 7. 
-013 013 

S3: II 

§ 54. it may be remarked that of all the different modes of constructing the above 

chords, that of M1. King,which he has much reasoned upon in his “ General treatise on music” 

before he Ventured to dif fer from the great authorities of Rameau and Marpurg,agrees most 

with mY Knecht, in assigning tin- same fundamental concord and minor seventh, generally to 

all the Chords . T heir works appeared nearly at the same time, that of M^King in London in 

January 1800, and that of Ml Km cht in Germany in February, the same year. 

... ✓ » 

Ml John Crnm< r . 

END of the l IKST PART or TH EORY. 



Part II. 

The APPLICATION of the PRINCIPLES of HARMONY to the I • * 

practice of the VIOLONCELLO . 

CHAP: I. Of the manner in which all the fundamental chords and 

discords with their inversions, are to be taken. 

§ . Harmony, with respect to the greater,or smaller,intervals in which it may be 

displayed, has been divided into two species,namely the compressed,when the intervals so ap- 
t J> 

proximate as to leave no space for an interposing- concordant interval,and the expanded or dis- 

persed, consisting- of intervals so larg-e,that another concordant interval might be interposedbetwem 

their extremes. Of the first species, which may be called the more artificial,serving-thepurposes 

of simplification of the intervals, and ease of execution on key’d instruments,the following- 

will give an idea; being those practicable on the Viol opcell o. 

Ex: 17. Chords of compressed Harmony. 

Second inversion 
D minor D major A minor A major of thechords of 

On nor. O major. D minor. D major. inversion. inversion. ls^ inversion. l7inversion. b7 of A. !>7 <>f D. 

O n O ii ■ i-O- 

6 6 
3 3 

§56. Ofth e intervals constituting expanded or dispersed harmony,which may be called 

themore natural,variagated,and rich species,&T7.v;x:ll,ustd?n compositions for different voicesand 

instruments of extended compass,the following may serve as examples. 

Ex: 18. Chords of expanded or dispersed Harmony. 

q v ^ s t ' 
q 7 1V/'^ I3 

"O' 

§ 5 / . \ ! 1 he int< rvals in this example,i-xtending beyond the octave, are easily re - 

duced into tin ir «<<rrcspoii',ii g int rvals in rompr«-ss,d harmony,by subtracting the number v 

from the former $1, Thus at o, the eleventh is reducible to a fourth, which makes the chord 
o 

at o, to he a fourth and sixth to the lowest som d C ; the fourteenth at s, is reducible to a sr\ i nth, 

■which makes the < I rd,a fourth fifth and seven4!'.or c -ord of the eleventh to C. The shori 

oblique lines at n,o. q,r, and s, t, point». t le - ^solution of the discordant intervals,wlm h 

will Itcrwards be more particularlv e\nl on* d . 

/ 
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. It i.s evidt nt that the compress’d chords Kx: 17. r ,1:1 not he transposed or taken 

in a\■ \ other key than those mentioned. These may therefore be considered ;t1 1 class>^ themsehesi 

which mavhe occasionally used, but will be taken no further notice of in this essay. Those ag-ain 

oi the second species of harmony at Ex: 18, arc capable of being- taken in all the Other keys, but 

on account of one or two open string’s beins* ’’ d in each, they cannot serve as a model of fin^ 

g« ring or general rule for taking- the chord, but must for that reason lie considered as a class 

by themselves, and an exception to the general rule now to be* establ 1 shed . 

§59. In order to ascertain what this gene ral rule shall be, let the chord of D,both 

major and minor be analysed, and inverted,the major thirds into minor sixths, and the minor thirds 

into major sixths as at h,and i, in the two folio-wing examples; a chord will appear atk,consist . 

ing of such two sixths, forming the intervals of sixth and eleventh or fourth by- inversion.to the 

lowest sound A, to which if the fundamental sound D, be added as at 1, in both examples, a chord 

will be formed consisting of a fifth and two sixths, or fifth, tenth, and fifteenth, which again 

are reducible to the third, fifth, and octave to the lowest sound D.by 7. 

Ex: 19. Analysis and Construction > Ex: 20. Analysis and Construction 

of the Perfect major chord. of the Perfect minor chord . . 

iZUl _Q.15 .O. -0.11 .0.15 
W- — 

major, minor, minor.mujor. "O" minor.majov.major.minor. “O' “O' major, major. 
n i k i h i ^ 1 

§60. A«a in. If each of the harmonics at h,in the two following exa rules, be taken 

in succession, as ti i 1 tW'est sound of a chord, the three positions at i, k, 1, of both examples, win 

arise; the intervals whereof being reduced, will he third, fifth and octave, to the figured bass i ; 

the'subjoi ned line. But if the third, and fifth of the chord, b(' put to the subjoined bass as at m, n, 

the intervals, at m , will be the third and sixth , and those at n, will be the fourth and sixth to the 

Bass, if reduced to their compressed form. See Kx:l2. 

Ex: 21. Three positions of thel (’hord oQciiord of) Ex:22.rllireepositions)Choniof5)Oiord<- 

major chord of 1^ . ) i1ie f> j i'ie f ^ of the minor chord of Di th<; 6' J the T 

LIlovT. 015 

wmm 
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§61. H i nci any note in the Bass having no Signature, or any one or more of the figures 

J, 5, S (§4*0,) beings taken by the first fing-er, "will have its proper accompanying-harmonics on the two 

other string's, as in the first position of the two following- examples,which in a major chord,! would call 

the leading- position,for reasons which will afterwards appear; a Bass note with the signature 6 , by 

placing- the first finger on it, will have its proper harmonic s,by placing the second finger on the other 

two strings, as in the second position, which is called Medial, and a Bass note having the signature of 

the sixth and fourth, by placing the first finger on such note, will have its proper harmonics on the 

other two strings, as in the third position, which is called final. 

K\:c23. The major chord,the 6, and 1. Ex: 24. The minor chord,the 6, and 2. 

First or Second or Third or ' First Second or Third or 

c hord,is together with its inversions taken on the same three positions,forming on the first,the chord 

oi the seventh, which in this position I would also ^all the chord of the trif one or sharp fourth; from its 

characterestic interval On the second position,the chord of the fifth and sixth,by an extension of the 

fourth fing(T_On the third position,the chord of the third, and fourth,which Iwouldalso call the chord 

of th« false fifth, from its distinguishing interval_ And lastly die chord of the second and fourth may be ta- 

k< n,by placing the fourth finger on thebass rote, and addingthe other fingers as in the first position,pointed 

out hy the directs ,orby plac ing thesecond finger on the octave of thebass note, addingthe other 

fingers as in the third position. 

Ex: 25. Choi d of the minor seventh of D .and its three inversions . 

Second position Intervals of th 
full Chord. 

-0-14 

Fir t position 
or Tritone. or medial. 

-04*. extended 

Third position 
or false fifth. 

0-2< 

Chord of the 
2^ and 4**!1 

§63. In the same manne r -all the chords in the system may he taken,beg ntv i tg w ith the ope n 

sin g C ,-anel proceeding along that ctring by semitones,placing the- first finger successive lv,fe)T each fine 

<’ tim nt.il e horn l, on nh, D^I-KFbh, K- ndG,which I call the first series; then ttkingthe- reinaini’o. live- funel.it :k iu 

, 4.1% B1'', me! B!j,th< se eond set it s,on the- tliird string , as in tin- foil owing Ttible-.s. 
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E\: 26. TABLE of all the MAJOR PERFECT "CHORDS, with their Inversions 

the Chords of the Sixth, and Fourth and Sixth. 

F'IRST SERIES. taken on the fourth third and second string's. 

tf?6. 0.4 N? 7. 04 N?S. 

SECOND SERIES, taken on the third, second, and first string's. 



Ex: 27. TABLE of all the MINOR PERFECT CHORDS, \\ ith their Inversions 

the chords of the sixth, and fourth and sixth. 

FIRST SERIES, taken on the fourth third and second string's. 

Chords 1. 2^4. Tsr« 2. , N? 3. 4..0.3 

S5 22: X2Z 
m 

•o-v. 
3s 

2-02 

-04. 

oro: 
g£ 

-W 

p 
-o- 

n: 

4-0-34 
2-0.21: 

6 

n?5. 

o- 1 
SE 

r? 
crsz 

O" 

.st 
OL-xL 

or 
6 

O- 

o: 

ifcop 

% 

4-0-3 
zr~o 2~ 

iT 

or 
-O. 

p 
Or 

o: _o_ 

o- 
6 
4 

i 

N96. o i?I’ -j^o y ^*'1' N? 8. ,-x , S4’; 

Mr°2 irvi, - r^fT ii 

O- -o- 

SECOND SERIES, taken on the third, second, and first string's. 



Ex: 28. TABLE of all the Chords of the fundamental minor seventh , 

and its three Inversions. 

FIRST SERIES on the fourth, third, and second string’s. 

9 vb. 

10 At}. 

11 Bk 

12 Bt}. 

SECOND SERIES on the third, second, and first strings. 
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ANNOTATIONS on the foregoing examples. 

§ 64. In order to form a proper position of the hand for taking- the Chords, the knuc kles 

of the fingers ought to he raised, and their points bent downwards, so that they may be somewhat 

round, and the four finge rs together, resemble the form of a gothic arch, as represented in the eh tw 

ing at fig: 16 page 7 and minute ly described of my theory and practice of fingeringthe Violono llo 

24 Ed1.1 excepting in the second position of the chords, where the second finger must be laid Hut on 

two strings, and at right angles with them; in which direction alone the interval of a perfect fifth 

canbefaund, as represented by the dotted nnes in the first part of the following Ex: 2.9, where the- 

other dotted lines at h, i,k,l, point out the inaccuracy that would ensue from an oblique-position 

ofthehand,or tendency of the fingers. The lines of this example are intended to re present the four 

strings of aVioloncello,and the larger black dots,the place of the fingers on the strings, in the three 

positions of the major chord of D (n? 3, Ex: 26) . The mu sical characters whereof may he 
seen under each position, at Ex: 30. 

Ex: 29. Representation of the three positions on the strings. 

their third positiem in the same- plac e where the first position is taken; or they may be- jninc-d te:- 

gether, constituting a cheird of the fundamental, its fifth, t«nth,and fifteenth as at h ,in the last exam 

pie. And in the same manner the third position of th*- minor seventh of the eight chords of the first 

series Ex: 28. may be taken at, or joined to the first position as at i, k, making the full chord 

of the Fundamental, its fifth, tenth , and fourteenth as at 

§66. Thethird position of the first five chords, Ex: 26, 27, 28, may be taken both on the 

fourth,third,and second strings,and at the first position,on the third, second, and f irst strings, 

which (together with the second position when it ought to be taken on the last mentioned strings) is 

marked in these examples, A*, meaning that the first fitiger is to beput on the third string , s ] 

denotes that the'first finger is to be placed on the fourth string: and it is to he observ'd that th< fir^ 

position of \? 8, and th. following chords maybe taken both ways. 
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§67. t he first or U ading- positions of C, I), t!?, E^and F, both in Ex: 26 and Ex: 28 

must ho taken an octave hi^ber than at N<is 1, 3, 4-, 5, 6, when they are followed by the final posi- 

tions of F, G, Ab, At} and B^, either major or minor ; as in the two following- examples of final 

Cadences in the five latter keys. What the nature and properties of these final Cadences are, 

willbe explained in the next chapter. 

Ex: 31. FINAL CADENCES in major keys. 

Ex: 32. FINAL CADENCES in minor keys. 

0.4 ,th #03^ 

giggling 

C. F. D. G. nit. G#.' E. A. F#. B. 

§66t As a readi ness in computing- intervals,by adding-them tog-ether,and reducing them to their 
lowest terms, or vice versa, is essential to the accurate knowledge of them,the following rulemay be added 
to those already given, in order to remove an ambiguity that might arise; namely,that after the first interval, 
every other of which a chord may consist, mustbe reckoned aunit less than their usual denomination; for 
instance, unless a unit were deducted from each of the two sixths ath, and from the sixth and fiftli at 1 , 
Ex: 30. the total interval of the former chord would seem to be a seventeenth,and of the latter a six- 
teenth, instead of the true intervals, a fifteenth and fourteenth. 

§67f The Minor Chords Ex: 27. do not admit of the three positions of an added seventh given to 

the Major Chords at Ex: 28. The first po ition of the former is the most practical and useful on the Violon- 
cello. The second position or chord of the fifth and sixth is more difficult,on account ofitsmajor sixth, 
together with the minor seventh taken by extention__but the third position or chord of the third and fourth, 
is impracticable on this instrument, from the impossibility of introducing a dissonant interval in the 
position, which reduces itself into aminor sixth and perfect fifth; which, instead of the intended minor chord,is 
that of the sixth, or first inversion ofits relative Major chord as ath,and i, in the following example. 

Ex: 33. TWO POSITIONS ofD and A minor, bearing a flat seventh , 

the third position being impracticable. 
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CHAP: II. Of CADENCES. 

§ 6S . The terminations or closes, either of a •whole piece,or of the smaller portions 
phrases, of which it consists, are called Cadences. A cadence consists properly of two chords^ 
in a certain progression or relation.of their fundamentalbasses,to each other; the preceding- 

chord is called the leading- chord, and the close or cadence is said to be made on the latter. 

Thus the three notes D, C, D, at h, i, k, of the following* example may be supposed 

t > be the concluding period of a Melody, to which the fundamental bass D,A, D, is assig-nefi. This 
period is ag-ain analysed at 1, nt,and n, o, into two smaller phrases, with the proper chords;and to 

•e former the fundamental bass D A is given , but to the latter AD. It will be evident that the 

brase 1 m, with the progression or movement of its fundamental bass, ascending a fifth, , is less 

tisfactory than the phrase n,o, with its fundamental bass, which descends a fifth. The former 
' i refore, terminating on the fifth of the key, has been called by English and French w-riters, an 

m; perfect or irregular cadence, by the Italians and Germans, semi Cadenza,or half cadence. And the 
Alter, which concludes on the key,is called a regular or final Cadence. 

Ex: 34i. PHRASES havmg imperfect, and perfect cadences 

in the key of I) major. 

regular. 
- ^ O- 

irregular. 
-O- 

Perfect final Cadence. 
O-  :0- 

Fundamental Bass. O 
• ♦ 

§ / 0 . Ag-ain, it may be observed that the leading chord,in the perfect final Cadence, 

i.ikes the minor seventh, at q, the introduction of which,renders the conclusion on the follow- 

*chord, more necessary, by making the C to ascend diatonically on D,and theG to descend 

diatonically on F, as mark'd by the oblique lines; which movements are called the resolution 

the dissonant interval of sharp fourth,or tritone,of the former chord, as will be.further 

il1 ustrated in the next chapter . 

§7L This fifth of the key is also usually called the dominant, from its descent on, 

ul governing the key in a perfect cadence. Its Chord has the same properties, in cadences 

■ r. a Minor key, in which it must equally have a Major third, which occasions the seventh 

■t the minor scale to be raised a semitone, thereby conferring on it a certain desiderative 

. diiy, of ascending a semitone on the key, which gives rise to the french appellation of 

- < 4 note sen• ible,” and the english and german term of “leading note" giv en to the sharp 

■ ei h of t scale , and on this account it i s,that I have called the first position of a major 
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perfect chord, or chord of the minor seventh, the Leading* position, having-.the sharp se- 

venth in the higliest place; and the third position of the major and minor chord,n<>t bearing 

the flat seventh, I have called the Final position, as being- that with-Hhichthe:key com hides. 

And thus the Cadences in Minor keys, will be as in the following- example. \ 
/ 

Ex: 35. PHRASES having imperfect and perfect cadences 

in the key of D minor. 

irregular. regular. Perfect final Cadence. 

§T2. The following exercise on a phrase in D major,leaving out at first the fun- 

damental note on the fourth string, as at h, in the beginning of the example, will entertain 

and improve the young performer, by the variety of the bowing it contains, and will gi vi- 

vo the hand and fingers,the proper form and facility,to execute in all transposed keys: JL< t 

one species of bowing be well acquired,before another is begun, as they proceed gradually 

from the more simple,to the more complicated: And the minor key Ex: 35 may be occasion, 

ally substituted at pleasure. The rotation of bowing (which always begins from right to 

leit, or up bow, mark’d u, and the contrary,or down bow,markt d) must be carefully ob- 

served,as well as the number of bows employed in each species of arpeggio. 

Ex: 36. EXERCISE in ARPEGGIO in the key of D major. 

N? 1. 4< bows in a bar. » - 

NV2. 'HO 

u d u d u d u d u d u d u d u d u d u d For. 
1 ‘2 3 4- 5 5 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 * 1 2 ,3 4 
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J'.x: 86 Continued. 
29 

12 bows in a bar. 
< » •a i. I. 

nT?8. 

Pdudud ndudu d .id u d n d u dudud u d u d u d ,or. 
1 2 3 4-5 6 7 8 910 Vi 12 

6 bows in a bar *^\ tv   rv   \ ^ 
\ ^—; M- . -0-. . • •#-. "f ^ ^ f-)<^£2 r~. fJL, 

M> S. 

NV6.U-VCI^ 

up bow 

2 bows in a bar. ^ . >l (v | 

u . d u 

8 bows in a bar. 
Allegretto_ ' | i 

n88.=« 

u d 

’ ,'N\ m. . a \ 0 ^—T i f .' ^ • -F- ; -p- « r -p- f ht-. -#- ^ ^ ^ ^ T~ * 

\ TV 
‘ M>. Ji 

u dud u dud 
1 2 34 5 678 

8 bows in a bar. 
Allegretto ^ ( AN ^ 1 

u dud u dud u dud 

1^9.—!t 

d u d u 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

4 bows in a bar. 4* dows m anar. ^ . jy 

Allegro 

dud u <1 u lu dud u diid 

i^jsjs, rtJJh-JN 
-m—0~ 

u dud u dud udud u dud u dud 
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§73. * There is another position,or inversion,of the above Cadent e.v Ex: 34- and 3 J . 

Vi (piently used, in which the leading- chord, is taken in a second position or chord of the sixth,* 

having the pi a j or tliird in the lowest place, taken by the first finger; and the preceding and fol- 

lowing chord may be tak< n without moving the hand, by placing tht-second finger on^he next 

semitone and its fifth, and the fourth finger for the major,or third for the minor, on the string 

above, as represented by directs at the second position Ex: 29. And these positions of both 

chords,being less conclusive than the former positions, constitute what may be calledM<dial Cadences. 

F.x: 37. MEDIAL CA DEN CES, with or withoutthedissonant interval. 

§74. By changing the fingers the second and fourth, into the first and third,on the 

same notes in the major chord, as at k, and n, a first or leading position is formed,on which 

new perfect Cadences may be made,in eithir the major or minor mode. And the discordant 

interval at m, and s, may, in an arpeggio, be added to the chord of the sixth at i« and p, as in 

thefollowing example;in which the interval of the double octave may, in the same manner, be 

added to the dissonance of tin minor seventh. 

Ex: 38. ARPEGGIO of the and the minor seventh. 

lEasHl 

§ V5• The Converse order of the above chords, form another species of Medial 

Cadences, as in the following example, where a Cadence in D minor is added, with its me- 

dial form, whuh, notwithstanding of the perfect regular progression of the bass, is. imperfect „ 
A . ' . ' * 

and ; monel nsi \ e,on account of the leading chord bearing a minorthird. 



Ex: 39. Imperfect medial Cadences. Imperfect Cadence. 

3\ 

Inversion. 

si _ -0-3 

i 

0 3 

- ’ - —  ^ 

P ^OT' I 'ofi-OT 

6  6_ 

i i j 
si 

5= tp= -i- 
lO 

§ 7G . Tlu* final and medial Cadences above mentioned, and the inversedordesr of their 

». hol ds, will be found to pret ail in the progression of phrases of harmony; but there are va- 

i »us means of producing-variety, and breaking-the uniformity of this reg^ular'succession; 

; nd Among- others by Chords disappointing the expectation, after a leading chord, forming 

>*hat are called interrupted or suspended Cadences,aptly stiled by the Italians Cadenze d’inganno. 

Ex: 40. INTERRUPTED CADENCES. 

examples, denotes the interval to be a semitone sharper than the clef would imply, viz: a 

sharp fourth, or sharp sixth; the depression of an interval is marked by a flat or natural 

bt fore the figure,and sometimes by a small arch over it; as ^ signifies a false or flat fifth. 

§78. Although it be a just inference drawn from the nature of intervals, as taken on 

the Violoncello; that similar Cadences or successionof chords must have the same fingering, and are 

to be executed with equal facility in all keys; yet some perplexity will arise at first, from the circum 

stance, that every one of the twelve major, and twelve minor keys, mayr occasionallybe expressed by- 

two different names; As in the following Cadences, wherein th<j C# and B# of the first,is the d!?, and C 

of the second cadence,and theD#, and C## or CX of the third cadence,is the e!? and D of the fourth. 

Ex: 41. CADENCES. 

in Db. inC#. 
, 0.4* ^3<> ^ ^ ^ E W^ — 
B 

j oj'-tidr 

or markWin 
double sharps thus. 

] m 
5S 1T~0~ 

a 
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§ / () . last vinccs might be given of Cadences inkers which would appear still more 

involved and perplexing, merely thro’ the apparent intricacy of the Signs., or technical terms 

made use of; the» the idea or thing in itself,be equally simple,both as to clearness of conceptiem, 

and facility of execution, with any other Cadences, expressed in less complicated signs or terms. 

It is to be lamented,that this difficulty to icarners, arising from mere perplexity of the language 

and symbols employed, too frequently discourages them at their first outset, in this as well 

as in other more important studies; but such terms are however necessary to be known,in order 

i>> express our own ideas',1 or to comprehend those of others; and I shall conclude this subject 

as I nave done that of Intervals, by recommending,what I think the happiest mode that has yet 

been conceived,of obviating this difficulty in the attainment of musical Science; namely, the 

musical Games of Miss Young mentioned 5 1C. The first game consists of two parts, of which 

the first, conveys the clearest knowledge of all the major and minor keys,as they are delivered 

in this Essay,and other musical treatises; that is, as far as Ff of six sharps,andthecorrespond- 

ing key of r.r of six flats, with their relative minors: but the second part of thatGame/proceeding 

further than other Authors, goes on,in a second circle of keys, from Cit of seven sharps to Bit of 

tv\ elv e, and c l’ of sei ,• n flats, to D'* 1? of twelve flats,with their corresponding relative minor 

keys, and by a f< w hears practice of this entertaining g3me,every possible difficulty arising 
. * r 

f om these perplexing denominations, will be entirely overcome. The third Game is an exercise 

in thi same pleasing maun* r, <.n tin construction of Cadences in all possible keys major and 

minor, attend; d with > q »ii pro* it and expedition,besides the entertainment as a Game. 

CHA?: Ill Of the preparation and resolution of discords. 

§77. n may be proper to premise, that together with the dissonant intert^d or intervals, 

contained in a chord, there exists in its full harmony in four parts,its concordant intervals or their 

inversions; with one or more whereof,the dissonant note itself may be a concord: This will appear 

from the following analysis of the chord of the minor seventh of A, in which the four different 

discordant intervals,are more particularly to be attended to. 

Ex: 4<2 . Analysis of tin? concordant and dissonant inter! als of 

the chord of the major third and flat seventh. 

See Ex: 14*. ,$>4<J, !£>. 

Concordant intervals. 

-o- 

D iscordanf intervals. 
Inversion. Inversion. 

I 
TZT ^2: 

o n o. 

i 

3ZZ 
or 

2. false fifth. Tritone. 



§78. The introduction of the flat seventh which forms the above four dissoirunt 

intervals, is rendered more natural and pleasing* to the ear,by its previously having- consti - 

tuted a concordant interval in the immediate preceding- chord. This is called its preparation; 

and according- to the more rig-id rules of harmony is an indispensible condition of its in - 

troduction, as a discord; but this may,in modern music,be often dispensedwith; anditspassing- 

diatonically on the next chord and changing-into a concordant interval,is called its resolution, 

which can never be dispensed with . The two following- examples will show its preparation 

and resolution in two and three parts, where the preparation is pointed out,by the binding- 

or slur, and the resolution,by the short oblique lines. 

Ex: 43. The flat seventh, second, false fifth,and tritone 

prepared and resolved in tuo parts. 

Ex: 4<4<. Preparation and resolution oftheb?,^ and tritone in three parts . 

as inthe major and minor final Cadences KxS4<,35,but the resolution is, on some occasions,when 

the Melody of the parts requires it, allowed to be made in another part,which licence is called 

in the German School, a changing- of the part, as inthe following* example at i, andl, which may 

be considered as inversions of the chords and more strict resolution at h, and k; and it may bo 

observed that the licence is taken in order to preserve a diatonic melody in the bass’, of thekev,itv 

second, and third; and in the upper part f of the third, fourth, and fifth of the key ; this being the 

harmonies assigned to these degrees of the Scale in the next chapter; the more strict resolution of * 
the upper part is shown by the direct, and the licence by the oblique lines , 



Kx: t.J. The 'r unprepared and resolved in a different part. 

^2'! 
In D major, 

xl 
'^--03- H.l:a o^l 
^■r I v . | 

In G major. 
-O O iZL 

KW1 ^ n 1 

JJ^K -03- m. 
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CHAP: IV. Of the Harmonies or Accompaniments to the 

major and minor Scales in all the keys . 

^ SO . Melody has been defined, harmony in succession, and if the existence, of the 

harmonics, and diatonic scale, in the aliquot parts of the string of a musical instrument, mentioned 

in th« preceding* theory, will appear to favour this opinion,the following- exhibition of the diatonic 

scale, as the production of three fundamental chords, wi 11 g-ive it additional support. 

.Ex: 46. SCHEME of the derivation of the diatonic Scale 

from its three fundamentals. 

Product ion. 
. ' C? “ • 5 

—rrcr 

I'undamentals. 

_j__g , ytj z 3 
~€3- 

rr 
a 

Subd. Kev. Domi Ct i t-rv i no) JVt S , 
Sounds. » 

Dom: Key. Suhd: Key. Subd: Dorn: Key. 

§ 81. Th< - t!ir« < i lindimental chords arc those of the key at i,which producesthe third and 

fifth of the Scale; of the fourth of the key, or Subdominant as it is sometimes called, at h,which produces 
the fourth and si xth of the Scale; and of the- fifth of the k< y, or dominant at k,which produces the second 
and seventh of the Scale; which again appear arranged in succession at l,fbe letters under each degree of.’ 
the Scale K, D, S, with the directs below, and the-figures above the m,de note whethe r they are- produced 

by the Key, Dominant, or Subdominant, and what interval each forms with their fundamentals . The- 
oblique line s drawn from h to i, and i to k, show the- progression of the fundamental Basses or generating- 

Sounds,which in their direct andinver.se- orde*r,arethe most usual and natural succession of Chords . 

§82. To Accompany the diatonic scale with its appropriate harmonies, in an ascending- and 
descending- pre>gTe\ssion,in all the keys be>th major and minor,has been ever d< e-m’da proper exercise 
in learning- harmony on key’d instrume nts: and this Scale- has bee-n ce>nsideredto exist in the Bass, 
wdth the fedlejwdng- sig-nature-s of the cheirds te» be-take n. « . 

Ex: 47. The Accompaniment of the Scale on key’d instruments. 

Ascending-. Descending-. 

m 

Thoroug-h‘ Bass. 
(T 

23" 
23l 23- 23: 

6 

23: 

■ O "T. 3 

Fundamental Bass. 
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§ 83. It would be difficult,if not impossible,to add these harmonies to a diatonu bass 

on the Violoncello; in lieu of which, the following accompaniment to a diatonic scale, not in the 

bass,but as a cantilena or melody in the upper part, the bass at the same time keeping the diatonic 

progression for the most part, is presented as ati exercise on the chords and cadences . W lereH 

may be observed/that the first chord of the scale being taken as at h, a moving of the hand,or skip 

of a third, becomes necessary to take the second chord; but if the first chord be taken as at i,th<> 

an imperfect position of the chord, with the omission of its third, it is attended with this advantage, 

that the fundamental note is in the lowest part, and the two following chords ate in the sameposition. 

To thethird, fourth, and fifth of the scale at 1, m, n, are given the harmonies above mentioned $79, 

and Ex: 4-5, 1, the two last chords forming a medial cadence on the key . The chords given to the 

fifth and sixth of the scale at n, o, are in the same position of the hand (as exnressVl by the brac- 

kets or braces (—over such positions) forming a medial cadence on the fourth.or subdominant, 

and those given to the seventh and eighth,are also in one position,forming a final Cadence on 

the key, in the ascending Scale; and an imperfect or half cadence, on the fifth or dominant in 

descending, which therefore does not admit of the dissonance before given to it. 

Ex; 49. Accompaniment of the Scale in G major. 

-er 



§84. In the accompaniment of the seventh and sixth of the descending-scale at s, t, 

the disagreeable effect of the consecutive fifths at the asterisms, perhaps offensive even to 

the eyes of a fastidious critic, will not be perceived by the org-an which ought to be judg-e, 

when it is considered, that these fifths are not heard tog-ether, but in singlenot<?s,in succession, 

as in the following- Arpeg-gio, which is supposed to accompany the diatonic melody of the 

Scale in the upper line. 

Ex: 49. The above chords in arpeggio. 

§ 85 . In the accompaniment of the minor Scale,the remarks above-mentioned § 83 will 

equally apply in the ascending Scale,there being no difference in the chords exceptwhat arises from 

the minor third of the key, and the minor third of the subdominant, which is the flat sixth of the 

scale. In the descending scale, the chord of the relative major to the key is given to the seventh, 

being the best that occurr’d, tho1 the most Irregular progression that It contains,with respect 

to Otc fundamental bass of the preceding and following chord . 

\ 



Ex: *50. Accompaniment of the Scale inG minor. 

§86. As a further introduction to the foregoing- and following scales of all the remain- 

ing keys, thereare subjoined^the chords of the lowest compass of the instrument,inthe scales of 

C, C# and d!?, beginning with the third of each Scale inthe upper part, and all to be takenon the fourth 

third, and second strings, excepting the perfect Cadences added to each scale which employ the four strings, 

Ex: 51. Part ofthe Scale of C. Final Cadence. 

-0-4< “ 
SB£: =0: 

—k  
^od 

-cj- ^ 

Ex: 52. Part of the Scale of CjJ. 

1 
m 2ZT 

I 

s 
:onr-r -SV‘2- 

_o„ 
3^52: 

1 
xrm: 

--©-t 

I 

^1V ^ 
-O-b 

Part ofthe Scale of Db. 
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§87. Th e two Scales C# and d(?, differ only in the names of the notes* TheCadcnces at the 
end of each, are the same with those at Kx: 41, with the differt nee of the minor seventh in the above, 
having its resolution pointed out; the open string C, in the second bar of Fx: 52 is of necessity 
written and call’d B#; as the three first bars are only the inversion (or medial ca*dence) of the 
final Cadence at the end. .The following table of all the Scales accompanied, is inthe order of se- 
mitones observed in Kx: 26 and 27. and after the first scale,the others are left to be filled up in 
playing, from the thorough bass signatures, as an exercise to the Learner. > 

3= TZT ICTT 
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Jhlx: 52. Accompaniment of the Scale in all the keys. 

Minor keys. Major keys. 
Fir^t Series. 

D. 

Eb. 

Etj. 

F. 

G. 

Ab. 

^ -Q- N?2. 

■O' ^ 'C 
N? 3. 6 $ 

"CT 
6 

-a. 

fihzti 

-1 ^ "cr 
^ M?4. 6 

gii±pgl 
^ 5 ’W*- 6 

-CL 

f 

ex 
i fctt 

Tl 
N?S. 

TX 
G 

6 

jCl jc. ^?6\ 
6* 

EBE 
i 

ex 
ex "T“5“ 

^ F: N*? 7. 

ex 
6 

"O—' 
N?8. 

•e- 
#6 

pE 
xn 

I -oU o 

N? .9. 
6 

ex 

xr 

-o- 

6T 

-•■■-erxx 

i o [}^- a 

©: F x?U). 
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6 
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T* 

#©: F: 
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N?n. 
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3 
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6 

O- o- :© N?12. 
^6 

6 
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6 
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Second Series, on the 3^ 
N? 15. 

A^. 

Bb. 

Bfcj. 

c. 
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§SS. As atrappli( ation of the harmony of the Scale^to the arc ompaniim nt or variation 

i agis < n rml >dy,the two following1 well known Airs are .suhjoim cl, Jn th<‘ first, only the six 
;rst notes of the-scale of A major, 15 in the last example, are < mployecL In the-second, in D 

nor,two Cadences, one' in the key, and the other in F, its relative major, constitute' its whole 

mpass, viz: C# D, F F; hut of these ag-ain,the imperfect or si mi Cadence D minor, A major, is 
ad', at h i, o p, 8f q r, and F C, at m n u v, the bass and signatures are. inserted in the first 
e, andinthe next chapter will be given some different chords for the last example.* 

Ex: 53. The FRENCH AIR. Ah xous dirai je. 

. . ,f f r ^ ,f f- 

(S 

Ex: 54, LA FOLI A, a Spanish melody from Corellis Opera Jf.: 
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CHAP: V. of MODULAT ION. 

^ ^ *'• Modulation, whit h in its more general ami strict sense, is the transition of sounds 
taken in succession, s now chiefly oi ctersfo td to express transitions 'nt<> ha» monies, connected with 

' ; i,h other, but not c (retained m a given original key. This has for its basisythe whole system of 

pr.ictical major and minor keys; the principal relations they maintain to each other, in .a li - 

t ' Tly descending or ascending progression, as to major keys; and Collaterally,as to their oppo- 

it< relative ipinor keys, will be found in the following Scheme. 



r \ . CIRCLE of all the keys, with their characteristic harmonic intervals 
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§90. That the- mr i s a sufficient ^uide in directing* the thumb or fing*er, in a de.v^ i nt 

by perfect fifths, will appear from the two follow ing* examples, the l ir.st whereof is introductory 

to the second, by showing* more Minply the pla( t ot the thumb on the second and third strings, 

w'hich maybe compared w'ith the more usual fingering* of the same notes in the lowt r part of 

the instrument; the directs and small letters in the first example,show on what note thi thumb 

is placed on the first string; mum ly on the perfect fifth of the respective keys. 

Ex: *56. Position of the thumb for the twelve Keys Major and Mindr. 

**£ f £ • •• 

§91. The young practitioner must not ascribe it to any imperfection in his ear,if he 

should find the open string D at the end of his modulation too sharp; this being owing to. the 

incommensurability of the Octave by the intervals of perfect fifths (V.x 10 S29, .30^) Thenb.il 

transition from g!> t(» F# called an enharmonic modulation, is supposed,by theorists, to makeup t'a 

<leficiency of this smal1 interval; but experiment and practice have shewn, that there is no ru1 ■ * >r 

guide for the ear to make any difference in this case; and that the note must be heldonintln * » >e 

place. And indeed it the expectation andjudg< ment of the ear are to give the law; as they e\ ■ (b . 

1) appi ar to d«i, ia Cadences,and modulations of fuudami ntal progTessions,thrm<>re dev iation s s 

mad< from the perl < i tom of the fifth, so will the <T( < < t In ])roporti«>nahly ilisag reeable and of?; n si vt . 



& 5^2. The very same circle of modulation, with the appropriate harmonies, can be 

made in the lower part of the instrument,by perfect regular Cadences, and taking* alternately 

the discord of the Triton, and false fifth,on the leading* chord,and these in the same position 

of the hand; then moving* the hand back to the next tone,the last discord is resolved as in 

passing- from the fourth to the third of the foregoing- descending Scales; And this movement 

of the hand on the perfect chord of cf? or F# is made by passing to that note on the fourth string, 

on which the lowest sound is afterwards taken to the end of the following example. 

Ex: ,5S. MODULATION by fifths descending. 

§ £)«5, When the lowest note of the chords of 4 and ^ is taken on the third string, the fun- 

damental, which is a fifth below, on the fourth string may be added. As a further illustration of 

the circle of modulation the following example is added, wherein the resolution of the false fifth 

is made bv the licence of changing the part S7S> in the same position together with thefalse fifth 
4<i *’’«• f»>l!owi ig chord,which resolves bv moving back the hand one tone on the chord of the 4]. 



§94. The contrary fundamental profession of ascending- by fifths, is performed by 

introducing the characteristic sharp (or natural if from anykey with flats) of the new key to be en. 

tered into, as a tritone on its leading chord at N? 1 and 2 of the following examplejthe descending 

progression in the foregoing examples, having been accomplished by introducing die characteristic 

flat, or natural of the new key, as a false fifth, on the leading chord . Another more- convenient 

mode for the instrument,is to introduce on the chord of the sixth, a sharp on the fourth 

of the key, making a false fifth, resolved in descending, as at N? 3 and 4< of the follow^ 

ing example. 

Ex: 60. MODULATION by fifths ascending. 

N°l. N?2. N?3. N?4. 



Passing* into a Minor,from its leading- Chord,th< nc into its relative major, ami b 
a medial radence,into the fourth of such relative major, and i verting" that succession,by heglnninv 
with the latter and terminating" in the first leading" chord; is performed with the utmost facility in 
one position of the h'and, as in the following- examples; where NV 3 is only a transposition^ semitoiv 
lower, and N? 4a semitone higher than N?l. and by changingthe fingers on the last chord,it may 

become a newr leading chord as at N? 5, and produce othe r modulations, which might also be 
added to N°.s 1 and 3 by the same mfans . 

§96. The positions and changes of the fingers,in the above modulatiom,being extreme!) 

simple anel e asy, the learner will derive little advantage from the mere practice^ w ithejut digesting, 

reflecting on, and comparing,the keys major and minor, the y go into, and their relations to each 

either in the general system, as leading Chords, Cadences, or otherwise. The Chords in this example, 

bei ng all take n on the three upper strings, Corresponding Chords,in the same positions,bn the thre* 

leiwer strfngs, will give modulations in keys,all respectively having one sharp less ,or erne flat more, 

as their signature— And the industrious practitioner will much improve himself by writing out the 

lower note only of each chord, with the thorough bass signature or figures,distinguishingthe major 

and minor chords by the proper s’hay<,flat,or natural,when such may differ from the signature at the clef. 

§97. Similar modulations with N1.’ 1, and the addition at N? 5, may be also made on everv 

: other leading p >sition in the system, beginning with that of D, as in Kx: 58. and the relative minor 

. and majors,and progressions thence arising/being observed,or written down, a more clear and 

extensive view of the whole system,and relations of its parts will thence arise. 

§ 9S. Transitions more gradual, and therefore more natural and pleasing,maybe made 

from major to minor,and vice versa,by ascending and descending a few degrees of the scale,marly 

in the succession oftheAir in D minor Ex: 5 h . which may be transposed one tone higher, as at 

S°.s 4, 5, 6* in the following example, or a semitone lower, as at N0.s 7, 8,»9; and the last chord 

on which a final cadence is made,may be again assumed, and the modulations at nV 10 follow, in 

corresponding keys, at the end of the cadences N? 3 and t», as they do at the end of \<.> 9. 



Enharm 

§99. Or the progression N? 1 may be varied, and pass into the minor of F, and after- 
wards continue in its relative major of A^/by keeping- in the degrees of its Scale, ascending- and 
iescending:, and pass into the corresponding- enharmonic key, as in the following- example. 

Kk: 63. 

MU* 

key, as in the following- example. 

 # H' 11 

. .. . a{? 04 C#min: Arpeg-g-io F minor A^ Scale N? 13 Ex: 52 r..A\y G# C# 

§100. It were almost endless,to point out the variety of progTessions,whichmight 
be introduced on this principle,of degrees of the Scale, Cadences, and the reciprocal relationsof 

major and minor. There are, however, occasionally gradations of more minute intervals intro- 

duced on the bass, and the other harmonics of a chord; to which the following- variation of the 

Air Ex: 54-. alluded to § 88 may serve as an introduction^ the varieties at a,b, c, are substi- 

tuted for the more simple fundamental progression at h, o,p, and that at d, for the progression 
at v , of the former Ex: 54. 



\G 
Of the CHORD of the DIMINISHED SEVENTH. 

§ 10 1.. 1'rom the Analysis of the chord of the diminished seventh, (mentioned above 
Kvl5 50) in the following1 example, it appears to consist of two false fifths, as at c and d, and 
that it cannot betaken in any position or inversion but that at h, whu h is an interval of a semitone 
less than the preceding chord of the flat seventh of B flat atg; but on account of its resolving on 
the e hord of C minor, whilst the former must resolve on e[?, it is not a d< rivative of that chord,but 
seems a substituted chord for the leading chord of G, as at a, whu li fundamental does not appear 
in any of its intervals at b; the fingering at i, is more natural and easy than at h,being founded 
on the second position of the chord of G, at 1, with the difference of the diminished seventh at m; 
and it is remarkable, that the placesof the three intervals, exactly correspond to those of the major 
sixth and false fifth, at n,. which however are not only different in their denomination, but 
resolve on a very different chord as at r . 

Ex: 65. ANALYSIS, and COMPARISON of the DIMINISHED SEVENTH. 

to. lO_3 l^2^3 <Z5tol^2 

-o-s- 

f m 

. The following example will show in what manner this chord may be in - 
troduced, and disposed of; In N? 1 is contained the most variety; but N? *2 is the easiest po- 
sition for the change of fingers. And the next example (Ex: 67) shows its application on all 
the minor keys, beginning the first series witli the open string, which in that chord mus4 In 
denominated B# as it passes or resolves on cf; the second series begins with the second line, 
with the third open string, which for a similar reason must be w'ritten F# . 

Ex: 67. CADENCES in all the Minor keys by the diminished Seventh 
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Of the CHORD of the sharp fifth. 

§103. The perfect chord,is often succeeded,by a dissonant interval of a minor 
st mitone on its f ifth, and this in three positions of the Chord, without supposing- any new fun, 
,1. mental progression, or bass to the chord; with this alteration, it may pass into the chord of 

the fourth below its fundamental, or into that of its own relative minor, in each of the three 
positions as will appear in the following- example, where the chord appears so regularly to 
correspond with its preceding perfect chord, that a transposition of it into other keys is 
unnecessary. In the analysis of this chord, in the first four bars,the intervals will appear 

when taken on the instrument to be all minor sixths, which in the full chord in the fourth bar 
would seem to amount to an eighteenth; but when it is considered that the first interval is only 

a fifth and the unit deducted from the other two sixths (§66) the whole interval is only a 

fifteenth or double octave. 

Ex: 68. POSITIONS of the D, with its modulations into G major, and B minor. 

Of the CHORDS by SUPPOSITION. 

§ 104, These have been already mentioned in $.52, 53, 54*, and Ex: 15 and 16. The 
< hords of the ninth, and thirteenth, do not appear to me,in any form or inversion inwhb h I can 

place them,to be. adapted to the construction of this instrument, the derivation to which I have 
referredthe diminished seventh Ex: lo\n and Ex: 65 a, being merely hypothetical. Thechord 
of the eleventh, however, may be introduced, with much effect,in concluding phrases like th< 

following; in the first example,it is in the uppermost of three parts only, in the secondjt is the 
third interval from the bass,having another part above it; and in both examples,it resolves on the 

tenth of the subsequent chord_ its thorough bass signature is 4*. 

Kx: 69. The chord of the ELEVENTH in all the keys in three parts. 
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Kx: 70. The CHORD of the EL EVENT H in all the keys in four parts 

§ 105. With the additional chords in Ex: 65, and in the subsequent examples,the fore- 

going-, and other modulations, may be occasionally varied and enrich’d, and when the number 

of keys major and minor inthe above Circle Kx: 55, and the different manner in which they may 

precede and follow each other, is considered; the combinations may be said to be almost endless. 

Two treatises of considerable length has t' been published in this Country exclusively on Mo- 

dulation, the first by Geminiani ,the second many years after by Frike, they are both adapted 

for key’d instruments, but do not contain any g-eneral or settled principles on which the 

succession of chords is founded . 

§106. The transitions as to fingering-, being- so very easy, the young- Performer 

to derive any advantage- from his practice, must be careful to have a previous, knowledg-e of 

their relations and names, to enable him to pass with propriety, from one to. the other: it 

will much contributi to a compleat understanding- of the system , to be able readily to re- 

duce keys will) sharps,to correspondent flat signatures, and vice versa, which is done by 

taking- the complement of theg-iven flats or sharps to 12. (as E[? major of three flats,cor- 

responding- with D$ of nine sharps^ Also to remember that the leading- chord in a minor 

: v, has four sharps more when it becomes a key, or four flats less, than such minor key, and 

consequently.that G# minor, five sharps,stands in that relation to e!?, thro’ the medium of 

its leading- chord, which being- 9 sharps, corresponds with, or is the enharmonic to 3 flats,• 

and ag-ain,that B major, is relative to the same G# minor ; and the relations of other keys maj 

b< discovered in the same manner. 

i 
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§107. A want of i\ r< ist;, occasions these almost merely verbal distint;tions,t‘> ap- 

pear matters of profound and intricate science, 'which a s • ry little well directed practiet . 

would however easily acquire; and justice to uncommon ing-enuity induces me agraln to re- 

cur to the musical Games, twice be fort introduced, and to recommend them as the safest clue 

to g-et at, all times^thro' the almost i ifm 11. meandring*s of this labyrinth of Modulation. After 

two interesting- Games ^play'd by dice, inscribed with the thorough bass figures or sig-natures^on 

the accompaniment of the Scale, ard the resolution of the more unusual and chromatic discords* 

the last Game, divided into three parts, is on the important exercise of Modulation, which, tho’ 

it be now simplified by these Games to the comprehension of ordinary proficients ; may be 

said without any exag-g-eration, to afford entertainment, even to astonishment,to the great- 

est masters of harmony. ^ . 

CHAP: VI. Of SUSPENSIONS and ANTICIPATIONS. 

§108. When one or more notes of a chord, in an unaccented part of a bar are 

prolong-ed or continued on the accented part of the bar, on a bass,to the harmony of which 

they do not belong-; the latter chord or harmony thereby formed is called a Suspension; and 
* % 

the dissonant interval it contains, is resolved on the next unaccented part of the bar. 

§109. At n?i of the following example is shown, how the phrase at a, is varied 

in its harmony at b, by the Suspension on the accented part of the bar, which is resolved on 

the unaccented part of the same bass, as represented by the thorough bass signature? 6 pla- 
ced 

Having so often mentioned this musical Curiosity, with apparent enthusiasm;! think the hi$h degree of responsi - 
bility I stand in with the public, ir so fa r as I might possibly mislead its judgement or opinion,or forfeit that credit I have 
maintained for many years, obliges me to declare, that without having ever previously heard the name of the ingenious and sci- 
entifi’ Inver or, ! was struck with the merits of these Gannes,and afterwards examined more minutely and leisurely into them 
and tried their efficacy on the uninformed, which was rapid and extensive! That I might net he accounted singular,in thinking 
them a means of greatly shortening the period,and Smoothing the rugged paths jf ra.tsiqhl studies, ] consulted two eminent mas ^ 
ters of the Science, whose opinions I have always resorted to witli equal pleasur* and profi', on their utility to the puhlir,and 
assistance to teachers ; on ihese points we not only were agreed ; hut one of them even candidly observed, that the practice 
of these fcames would give to the inferior masters,the knowledge,of t}ie superior Class, A reviewer, who I am well assured 
is an Author well kno.vn to the musical world,and dignified with the highest musical honour that our universities can confer , 
concludes his account of them in these words, “The style and fashion of the whole apparatus, the idea of which wt learn has 
been realised at an expence little short of eleven hundred pounds,is elegant and beautiful, and does much honour toMissYoung’s 

“taste: hut her great praise consists in the happy facility she has produced of at tai ni n £ al 1 t he leadi eg rudiment.' of the Sc it re, 
‘and so shortening the road to musical knowledge, that more may row be acquired ii 01 v week,than could he learnt in six mo,’. 1 
before her invention. "We recommend this singular and valuuL;> novelty to the att ntion of all practitioners and teeth 
the progress of the former, ’•ill by its assistance he greatly atceleru’ed, ■ dtlelih-mrof the latter considerably e :d. 
N e the (north;, magavo » fj, "Oecember 1801.page 4*28 . 
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c<d in succession. At nV2, tir« eig-ht similar phrases, on the different d« grees of the scab, each 

tak< n in one position of tile hand, wdiere it may be remarked that the minor sixth i s t xprestbvm, 

and tlie major sixth b} M, and the suspending- note in a small charac tef; The 61!1 7, an l 8 phrases, 

v are similar t > the 2^ 3f.1 and k1!1 in 'heir intervals, thafis the 2^ to the and the positions 
or shifts on th( instrument are similar; that is,the 24 and S1!1 phrase are on the half shift the 

1 ~th ^ . and 7 . on the whole shift, and the 4^} and S1. in the final position of G,being-intherelation 

of perfect fifths to each other .4- 

Ex: 71. 

4 

NV 1. 2d - b N? 2. ij 3? 

1 716 

I-hCH • ^ ^ —S 2— 

m M M m M M 

§110. These eig-ht phrases are written in the usual way at \V 1 inthe following* exam 

pie, with the Signature to the bass; at N?2 a, is shown in small notes,in what manner, the more 

figurative expression of the Suspension and resolution at b is derived from the more simple mode 

atN? 1, and here it is to be observed that each phrase ends with the concord of the sixth, and the hatid 

isto shift to each succeeding phrase on the unaccented or last note of every second bar: atN? 3 is 

another Variety on the same positions. - 

Ex: 72. - 

512 
gplPl 

T6 
fI yr-fh r-R^ [r-i-l-ge4^fl^ 
1 7'6 7]6 7 6 1 1 7*6 T6 

N?2.a 
n~rir 
-ha =t-i— 

-sh -JS J'Jai 

-^1 .gl; I rrlt 
' jT e 1 ; 6 7 6 r 

^ Jrri 
i» •’pin^-ii» J i r,lf •>ih 

Andante ^j(i ^ U ^ f 6 * 

Xliest positions, or shifts, •tre illiujtratfcd hytheeusiest cxumplns .if popular Airs in my 
I hfcorj and practice of finuerird thf Vinioncello 2‘.' edition 
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§ m. Much in the same manner, the more regular Sequence of the seventh suspendi. 

the sixth,in a descending' progress ion, is performed, only that the hand must shift its position 
on the same note at the beginning of every bar. The variation in passing notes at N?2 b,is 

explained in small characters at a, and her e the hand shifts on the last note of each bar. 

into the third, are evidently Inversions of the suspension and resolution of the seventh into the 

sixth, tho’ not usually called a suspension. This will appear from comparing NV 2 with N? 1 

of the following example; and from the first part of Ex: 43, whence I apprehend a decisive 

argument may be drawn, that the occasional introduction of chords as suspensions, is altoge- 

ther different and foreign to their construction as chords, which respects the ascertaining 

their just intervalsjas will appear from the introduction of the minor seventh in Ex;.43,whilst 

their suspensions respect only their use/and manner of introduction,inparticular circumstan- 

ces. Yet on no better grounds than confounding this distinction, has the existence of the chords 

alluded to 5 52 been attempted to be denied, and the chords discarded as phantoms. 

N. 3 of the following example is an octave higher than N? 2,and taken in a po- 

sition with the thumb, which is best calculated for the descemcling Serit'S, N? 41; the difficulty 

of which arises from the thumb being obliged to descend diatonically on the first note of 

every bar, for the discordant interval of the second, which,in its turn, is resolved by fh< 

second finger moving back,on thelast,or unaccented part of each bar, after the first. The 

variety by passing notes at 5 b, is explained at a. 



§114. WTien part,or a note or notes of a succeeding- chord,is introduced on theb-iss 

of an immediate preceding- chord, on the unaccented part of the bar, it is called an Anticipation. 

The difference betwixt which and Suspension, may be illustrated by the following- example, at 

nV 3 and N*.' k and the ascending- Sequence of fifths and sixths at nV ft, which is often used, 
will appear to be framed on the principle of Anticipations, by comparing- it with N? 5, by which 

the faulty progressions and bad effect of the consecutive fifths, are corrected and avoided. 

Ex: 75. 

Anticipation. Suspension. Anticipation. Suspension. Anticipation. Suspension. 

rffpriif r ^ i r:yr%4iijir! r r-r+r^i 

N^2. ^ 6 7 676 76 76 j-g 6707 67 7 6 j6|6 

J cl ^ 

N°l. 

N?5. 
4 i 

g 5 6 5 6 56 56 56 56 

1 l~l -J 
-Si-f* J J.iB 

J J-J J | J ^ .jg— 

a, 1-16 
1 5' 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 

FINIS. 

Ktigraved hy Jpseph Caulfield. 


